2022-23
Middle School
Interterm I Offerings
Oct. 5
Figure It Out with Daniel Mast (12 students)
Various types of puzzles, mysteries, and problem solving activities.

Hiking the Dunes with Katelyn Hochstetler and Matt Miller (24 students)
This Interterm will head to Indiana Dunes National Park and hike the Three Dune Challenge, a trail that
climbs the tallest three dunes in the national park. We will also learn to pack our own trail lunches, hang
out on the seashore and jump off of some dunes into the sand!"

6 Degrees of Separation + All Out Games with Jared Leaman (12 students)
How many degrees of separation are between you and a popular celebrity? Find out as we test the theory
that all people in the world are connected through just 6 contacts or less. We will also be playing and testing
out some card games featuring cooperative and competitive play.

Disc Golf Bootcamp with Aaron Johnson (12 students)
Anyone of any experience level will learn and practice how to better play disc golf, working
on driving, approach, and putting. Then, we will have the opportunity to compete with
each other on a local course. The winner will have first pick at a disc for them to take home and keep!

Water Bottle Art with Linda Hochstetler (12 students)
In a world where we talk about recycling, only one out of every six water bottles is recycled. The majority of
empty water bottles end up in our landfills where it takes hundreds of years for them to decompose.
We will learn more about how these bottles are made, what happens to them, and also make beautiful
things out of them!

Building Planters for the Hoop House with John Mast (12 students)
Students will develop and use woodworking skills needed to construct raised beds and planters for the hoop
house and Bethany garden.

Pastries 101 with Cheryl Mast (12 students)
We will be baking and eating various pastries- like croissants, cannolis, and cream puffs, as well as other
fancy foods.

Sports Card Collecting 101 with Hank Willems (12 students)
The sports card and memorabilia market value is estimated to be $5.4 billion dollars annually! Combining
the popularity of sports with the prospect of making money has grown the card collecting industry from
one that was primarily popular with children into one that is for serious investors around the world. We
will explore the history of card collecting, how to begin and grow a collection, decide what to invest in and
learn how to buy and sell cards online. A trip to a local sports card store will be one of the many highlights
of the day! Get your dad (or mom) to dig up their old card collection and let’s have some fun!

